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Abstract7

In collective perception, agents sample spatial data and use the samples to agree on some8

estimate. In this paper, we identify the sources of statistical uncertainty that occur in collective9

perception and note that improving the accuracy of fully decentralized approaches, beyond a10

certain threshold, might be intractable. We propose self-organized hierarchy as an approach11

to improve accuracy in collective perception, by reducing or eliminating some of the sources of12

uncertainty. Using self-organized hierarchy, aspects of centralization and decentralization can be13

combined: robots can understand their relative positions system-wide and fuse their information14

at one point, without requiring, e.g., a fully connected or static communication network. In this15

way, multi-sensor fusion techniques that have been designed for fully centralized systems can16

be applied to a self-organized system for the first time, without losing the key practical benefits17

of decentralization. We implement simple proof-of-concept fusion in a self-organized hierarchy18

approach and test it against three fully decentralized benchmark approaches. We test the19

perceptual accuracy of the approaches for absolute conditions that are uniform time-invariant,20

time-varying, and spatially nonuniform with high heterogeneity, and test the scalability and fault21

tolerance of their accuracy. We show that, in our tested conditions, the self-organized hierarchy22

approach is generally more accurate, more consistent, and faster than the other approaches,23

and also that its accuracy is more scalable and comparably fault-tolerant. In the spatially24

nonuniform conditions, our results indicate that the four approaches are comparable in terms of25

similarity to the reference samples. In future work, extending these results to additional methods26

such as collective probability distribution fitting is likely to be much more straightforward in27

the self-organized hierarchy approach than the decentralized approaches.28

Keywords— Self-organization, Swarm intelligence, Collective perception, Collective decision-making29

1 Introduction30

Increased autonomy in robot swarms is an open challenge. For example, in collective decision making,31

robot swarms cannot yet autonomously identify when a collective decision needs to be made and trigger32
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the process [1]. Full collective autonomy would require task-general approaches to several constituent ca-33

pabilities, including accurate collective perception and manageable collective actuation. However, existing34

approaches are often task-specific and features such as accuracy and manageability are challenging in swarm35

robotics—innovation is required if swarm autonomy is to increase significantly.36

One approach to these challenges would be introducing some hierarchy into an otherwise fully decentral-37

ized system. Self-organized hierarchy has been identified as a crucial research direction for the future of robot38

swarms [2, 3]. However, if hierarchy is implemented in robot swarms, we need to ensure that features such39

as scalability and fault tolerance are not lost. Indeed, the motivation for studying self-organized hierarchy is40

to combine aspects of centralized and decentralized control, ideally to get the benefits of both in one system.41

In this paper, we propose a self-organized hierarchy approach to collective perception, based on the existing42

concept of mergeable nervous systems (MNS) [4, 5]. We empirically compare it to three fully decentralized43

approaches as benchmarks, assessing whether accuracy is improved and scalability and fault tolerance are44

preserved.45

In robot swarms, collective perception—i.e., the perception of an environment by a group of agents46

collaborating in a self-organized way—can be viewed as a type of collective decision-making [6]. The swarm47

must both collect information and converge on a shared understanding of that information. Swarm robotics48

approaches to collective perception [e.g., 7, 8] are generally scalable and fault-tolerant because they do not49

rely on fully connected or static communication networks and do not have single points of failure such as base50

stations or fixed leaders. These approaches also have strong potential for autonomy, because they do not51

require access to external infrastructure or extensive prior knowledge. However, because fully decentralized52

approaches reach a collective decision via consensus, accuracy is challenging (compared to fully centralized53

approaches) and convergence times can be quite long [9].54

Centralized approaches to perception generally make use of information fusion. Multi-sensor and multi-55

robot fusion problems are well understood, and existing methods are powerful [10–13]. However, these56

approaches typically know the positions and often also the poses of all robots or sensors in the system, using57

global positioning infrastructure, predefined or static positions, or other solutions that restrict scalability or58

fault tolerance (compared to swarm robotics approaches). For most perception problems, fully decentralized59

information fusion has not yet been developed.60

We propose self-organized hierarchy as a way for robots to understand all their relative positions system-61

wide and fuse their collective information at one point, without relying on restrictive features such as fixed62

positions, a fully connected or fixed communication topology, external infrastructure, or prior knowledge.63

1.1 Related work64

In this subsection, we give an overview of the existing fully decentralized approaches to collective perception65

with robots, in which perception is usually formulated as a best-of-n decision-making problem. We also give66

an overview of the existing multi-robot perception approaches that are not fully decentralized, which usually67

focus on the information fusion problem. We then discuss the topic of information fusion in self-organized68

systems, for which there are almost no existing approaches. Finally, we briefly discuss the perception of69

absolute conditions versus relative conditions.70

Collective and multi-robot perception approaches are summarized in Table 1. They are organized accord-71

ing to whether perceptual information is fused at the data-level (e.g., images), feature-level, or decision-level,72

based on the multi-sensor fusion levels defined in [13]. They are also organized according to the type of per-73

ceptual decision being made—either discrete best-of-n decisions or estimates of continuous values, according74

to [6], or target tracking (e.g., of moving objects or stationary landmarks, including for mapping or SLAM).75
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Fully decentralized perception All fully decentralized approaches to collective perception use a76

dynamic communication network that it not fully connected (i.e., there is no global broadcast and local77

connections are not static). The majority of these approaches are set up as best-of-n decision-making78

problems [see 6], where a robot swarm compares multiple options according to a given criterion. In one79

common setup, robots sense colors in an environment and compare them according to the criterion of highest80

representation [8, 14–18]. In another setup, robots compare discrete zones according to a criterion of quality81

that can be sensed from anywhere in the zone [7, 19, 20]. In similar setups, robots aggregate at a certain82

type of environmental feature, either by collectively deciding on an appropriate threshold to detect it [21] or83

sharing detected maximums so robots at a local optimum are triggered to explore further [22]. In [23], robots84

estimate the density of tiles scattered in the environment by sharing perceptual information, including sample85

counts and values for time-based decrementation. In [24], robots collaboratively track a moving target by86

sharing locally-based beliefs about the target position with their neighbors, using incomplete knowledge of87

robot positions and orientations.88

D
e
c
is
io
n

t y
p
e Tracking

[25, *] [26, *] [27, *] [28, *] [29, *] [30, *]
[31, *] [24]

Continuous
[21] [23] [22]

Best-of-n

[8] [14] [17]
[32, *] [33, *] [16] [18] [15]

[7] [20] [19]
[34, *]

Data-level Feature-level Decision-level
Information fusion type

Table 1: Existing approaches to collective perception and multi-robot perception, organized ac-
cording to the level at which perceptual information is fused [see 13] and the type of decision being
made [best-of-n, continuous, see 6, and tracking]. In bold blue references, the topology of the
communication network is dynamic and not fully connected. In starred (*) references, all relative
robot positions in the system are either fixed or globally known and are used explicitly or implicitly
during information fusion.

Not fully decentralized perception All the approaches that are not fully decentralized use fixed or89

known robot positions during information fusion. In most of these approaches, robots collaboratively track90

targets using known robot positions, e.g., by data-level fusion of sensor readings [26], feature-level fusion of91

perceptual information and associated uncertainties [28], or decision-level fusion of estimated positions [27],92

which can be supported by manual annotations merged at a base station [30]. In some of the tracking93

approaches, targets are tracked as part of mapping or SLAM, e.g., by decision-level fusion of estimated94

positions at a base station [29] and sometimes supported by prior information about the environment [31].95

In SLAM, the positions of robots are not known beforehand, but the information needed to estimate all96

robot positions is available during the process of fusing information about the tracked targets (e.g., stationary97

landmarks). Besides target tracking, the literature also includes a few non-fully decentralized approaches for98

best-of-n decision making. In [32], robots establish a fixed communication network to train a system-wide99

ANN that classifies a global light pattern in the environment. In [33], static robots with known relative100
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positions send IR readings to a base station to identify objects from a predefined set. In [34], robots identify101

hand gestures from a predefined set and merge their opinions according to known robot positions. In this102

approach, the communication network is fully connected during information fusion (although the impact of103

packet loss is studied).104

Fusion for robot swarms Access to explicit or implicit position information is required for the majority105

of existing approaches to multi-sensor fusion [see 10–13], which are quite developed and would be useful for106

many applications if they could be implemented in robot systems. However, if these approaches are applied107

to robot systems using global broadcast or networks with fixed topologies, scalability and fault tolerance108

will be lacking. Ideally, existing approaches that require position information would be implemented in109

robot systems in a self-organized way, but this combination is quite challenging. Note that in Table 1,110

there is one approach [27] that both fuses information based on known robot positions (i.e., starred in111

Table 1) and can operate under dynamic topologies (i.e., blue and bold in Table 1). However, this approach112

assumes full knowledge of absolute robot positions and orientations, the availability of which cannot always113

be guaranteed. In short, position-guided information fusion methods cannot currently be used for self-114

organized collective perception. In this paper, we propose self-organized hierarchy based on the MNS115

concept as a general framework in which existing multi-sensor fusion techniques could be implemented for116

collective perception, without using restrictive mechanisms (e.g., fixed central coordinating entity or fixed117

communication topology) that impede desirable swarm robotics traits.118

Perceiving absolutes The fully decentralized approaches in the literature are applied either to the119

perception of a relative condition (e.g., whether red or blue is more represented) or the completion of a120

targeted action using sensed information (e.g., aggregation [22]). Results of these studies are not necessarily121

directly transferable to perception of an absolute condition. For instance, when perceiving a more represented122

color, if a swarm underestimates or overestimates absolute density, it might do so for each color somewhat123

consistently and therefore might still be able to accurately determine which color is more represented. The124

one exception in the literature is [23], in which perception of absolute density is assessed as an auxiliary125

contribution (the primary focus is completion of a targeted action). In the reported results, we see that126

the swarm’s perception of density diverges widely from the ground truth. In short, collective perception of127

absolute conditions still requires study. In this paper, we test some of the most accurate approaches for128

relative conditions in a new experiment setup, to benchmark the approximate error (incorporating both bias129

and variance) present in fully decentralized approaches when perceiving an absolute condition.130

1.2 Paper structure131

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we first discuss statistical uncertainty in132

collective perception and identify two sources of uncertainty that are not present in all spatial sampling and133

inference problems, but are crucial when sampling with mobile robots. We then introduce and describe the134

proposed self-organized hierarchy approach, the three fully decentralized approaches selected as benchmarks135

for comparison, and the design and setup of the experiments. We report the results of the comparative136

experiments in Sec. 3, discuss the results and future work in Sec. 4, and finally summarize the conclusions137

in Sec. 5.138
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2 Materials and methods139

2.1 Uncertainty in collective perception140

Collective perception by ground robots is generally a 2D spatial sampling and inference problem [cf. 35]. In141

other words, robots need to collect samples of information that varies spatially in two dimensions and use142

the samples to make some estimate, such as a mean or total value for an area (e.g., mean temperature, mean143

noise level, total daylight coverage, or total soil toxicity) or the positions of some objects within a relative144

coordinate system.145

2.1.1 Spatial sampling and inference146

In estimation of spatial data, there are three points at which uncertainty and error can originate, follow-147

ing [35]:148

1. features of the stochastic field (R), i.e., the distribution and variability of the spatial data,149

2. the spatial sampling method (T ), and150

3. the statistical inference method (ψ).151

The main task is to minimize bias that originates in the sampling method T and bias that originates in152

inference ψ. Note that biased T can also be compensated for during ψ.153

2.1.2 Collective perception with mobile robots154

In principle, collective perception approaches should use parallel sample collection with multiple robots to155

overcome the bias that would be present in a single robot perceiving by itself.156

Figure 1: When prior knowledge about a stochastic field is not known, higher sampling ratios
and more evenly distributed samples can reduce the potential for bias to be introduced during the
sampling method T .

In collective perception, robots do not have any prior knowledge of the stochastic field. A sampling157

method T that introduces the least possible uncertainty would have a sampling ratio of 1 with perfectly158

evenly distributed sampling sites [see 35]. Therefore, parallel sampling in collective perception can minimize159
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bias by increasing the total number of samples that are available to one robot, as well as increasing the160

spatial dispersion and potentially the density uniformity of the sampling sites (see Fig. 1).161

However, because samples are taken by mobile robots that sweep an area over time, not all aspects of162

T can be directly defined. For instance, if simple random sampling is desired, this cannot be programmed163

directly, but instead needs to be targeted indirectly by designing, e.g., a random walk and sampling time164

protocol. Furthermore, if the stochastic field R is time-varying, spatiotemporal correlations and variability165

aspects that are not representative of R could be introduced during sampling due to the robot’s sweeping166

motion. Also, in collective perception, robots need to incorporate samples collected by their peers in parallel.167

In most approaches, robots sample the decisions of their peers in addition to sampling the stochastic field168

directly, and fuse decisions during the inference process ψ.169

Therefore, in collective perception with mobile robots, there are five points at which uncertainty and170

error can originate:171

1.–3. R, T , ψ [following 35],172

4. the spatial decision sampling method (G), and173

5. the spatiotemporal sweeping method (P).174

In collective perception, a random walk is typically used to sweep the environment, because robots are175

assumed to have no or very little prior knowledge of the layout of the environment or the stochastic field R.176

Random walks can be tuned or modulated to improve the sampling distribution (refer to Fig. 1), but some177

interference from obstacles, environment layout, or other robots is unavoidable. An optimal random walk178

sweep P would reliably result in uniformly random distribution of sampling sites in T and G—i.e., T and179

G would be simple random sampling. However, simple random sampling leads to large gaps and therefore180

bias [35], so even if an optimal random walk free of interference were practical, substantial uncertainty181

could still originate during T and G. Consider that, although biased P, T , and G can be compensated182

for during inference ψ, it is difficult or impossible to do so without prior knowledge of the stochastic field183

R [35]. Therefore, we conclude that it might be intractable to substantially improve the performance of184

fully decentralized approaches to collective perception beyond the current state of the art [e.g., 7, 8].185

In this paper, we assert that, by reducing or eliminating key sources of uncertainty that are usually186

present in collective perception, a well-designed self-organized hierarchy approach could provide much more187

accurate estimates without sacrificing scalability and fault tolerance, as compared to fully decentralized188

approaches. We test this assertion empirically.189

2.2 Problem statement190

We propose a self-organized hierarchy approach to collective perception, based on the MNS concept, and191

test it against fully decentralized collective perception in simulated experiments. In the self-organized192

hierarchy approach (Hier), a robot fulfilling the temporary role of “brain” forms one collective opinion193

on behalf of the group, using collective sensor information merged hierarchically by all robots. In the fully194

decentralized approaches, each robot partakes (either explicitly or implicitly) in a collective decision-making195

process to form its own opinion and reach decentralized consensus with its peers.196

We test the Hier approach against the following three fully decentralized approaches, as benchmarks197

for comparison.198

• Voter decision model (Vote): each robot selects new opinions randomly, from among the current199

opinions of itself and its neighbors [based on 8].200
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• Mean decision model (Mean): each robot averages the opinions of itself and its neighbors [based201

on 8].1202

• Stigmergy (Stig): robots do not communicate explicitly, but leave cues for each other to observe in203

the environment [based on 36].204

In all approaches, simulated ground robots use short-range onboard sensing to detect some objects that are205

distributed randomly in an arena of unknown size. Their collective goal is to form an accurate opinion on206

the mean density of objects in the whole arena.207

In this paper, robots collect samples by detecting individual objects, and then infer the mean density of208

the arena using odometry and knowledge of their own sensor ranges.209

Absolute object density λ = b/a is defined as the number of objects b per unit area a. The true mean210

density λ in the environment is noted as λtrue. Robots are not given any information about the size and211

shape of the objects nor the size and shape of the arena. Robots only know the dimensions of their own212

fields of view and must use this knowledge to infer the number of objects per unit area.213

2.2.1 Experimental Design214

To study the baseline performance of the tested methods, we construct stochastic fields R with relatively215

low spatial variability by distributing the features (the objects to be detected) uniformly randomly in a216

regular polygon area. Still, inference ψ is not negligible even in the case of optimal sampling, because the217

robots cannot detect the target value (i.e., density) directly, and must instead infer it from representative218

information (i.e., short-range boolean detection of objects).219

We test the approaches under several time-invariant and time-varying R. Each approach is assessed in220

terms of perceptual accuracy (i.e., the error in the collective opinion, with respect to the true value), the221

consistency of the accuracy, and the reaction time. The scalability and fault tolerance of each approach is222

also assessed in time-invariant R, in terms of the change in accuracy under robot failures and group size223

variations.224

2.3 Methods for collective perception225

The robots run two parallel processes.226

• Process A: robot r individually counts detected objects and infers the density in its own field of227

view.228

• Process B: robots influence the collective opinion of the group via either the inputs or outputs of229

Process A, and robot r forms its opinion on the absolute object density (λ) in the arena.230

Robots use only local or indirect communication to influence the collective opinion of the group, so the231

motion routines and communication rules of each approach are presented in the descriptions of Process B.232

Process A is the same in each approach (Hier, Vote, Mean, Stig), except for the tuning parameters.233

Process B is different in each approach.234

1We use average opinion (i.e., taking the mean) instead of majority opinion as in [8] (i.e., taking the mode), because
we consider a continuous decision rather than a discrete decision task and the sample size the robots use at each time
step is very small. It would often not be possible for a robot to find a unique mode among its available samples, so
the performance of the majority model would be poor.
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2.3.1 Process A: Robots make individual interpretations235

In all approaches, robot r counts sensed objects and infers the density in its (direct or indirect) field of view,236

outputting the value ϵr. The sensing and inference output ϵr, which is equal to 0 in the first time step, is237

defined as the average number of objects per unit area in the robot’s field of view in a given time window,238

calculated as follows for time t:239

ϵr =
σt − σt−kt

v · s · kmaxt

· P , (1)

where σt is the cumulative number of objects seen from the first time step to the current time t by robot r240

, kt is the time window at time t, kmaxt is the maximum time window, and the remaining terms are tuning241

parameters: v is the view area of robot r, s is the average speed of robot r, and P is a parameter related to242

the motion routines of the different approaches. (For details on the tuning parameters, see Sec. 2.4.)243

The time window kt keeps track of the elapsed time since the robot started the mission, up to the244

maximum time window kmaxt , i.e.,245

kt =




t, if t < kmaxt

kmaxt , otherwise
. (2)

At each time step, a new value σt is saved to a circular buffer σ of length kmaxt in the memory of robot246

r. In other words, after σ reaches kmaxt elements (i.e., when t ≥ kmaxt ), then at every subsequent update of σt247

(at position i = kmaxt ), each element at i : i ∈ {1, . . . , kmaxt − 1} is replaced by the element at i+ 1. Buffer σ248

is defined as:249

σ = (σt−kt , σt−kt+1, . . . , σt), σt =

t∑

i=1

bi, (3)

where bt is the number of objects detected (directly or indirectly) at the current time step t by robot r.250

Note that, in order to calculate σt, only σt−1 and the most recent bt values are required; it is not necessary251

to maintain a memory of all previous bt values.252

In summary, at each time step t, Process A: (1) inputs bt, the number of objects the robot detects, and253

(2) outputs ϵr, the inferred density in the robot’s field of view during the time window.254

2.3.2 Process B: Robots influence the collective opinion255

In all approaches, all robots influence collective opinion through either the inputs or outputs of Process A.256

Also, each robot r uses the outputs of Process A to form its opinion λapp
r of the apparent absolute density257

in the arena.258

In the decision model approaches (Vote, Mean), robots modulate the input bt individually and process259

the output ϵr collectively. In the other two approaches (Stig, Hier), robots do the opposite—they modulate260

the input bt collectively and process the output ϵr individually. So, in all four approaches, the opinion λapp
r261

is influenced by a collective process.262

2.3.3 Decision model approaches (Vote, Mean): Process B263

We test two fully decentralized approaches that use a collective decision-making process to reach consensus264

about the apparent density in the arena. Both approaches use a basic stochastic motion routine and explicit265

communication among neighbors. The robots coordinate their opinions using either a voter decision model266

or a mean decision model.267
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Stochastic motion routine The Vote and Mean approaches use a stochastic motion routine based on268

Random Billiards [37, 38]. Each robot moves forward at a constant velocity unless it detects the boundary269

line of the arena. A robot can detect a line’s angle relative to its own heading by driving over the line, and270

can likewise detect the “inside” or “outside” of the arena by driving partially over the respective area. When271

a robot detects an arena boundary line, it turns away from the line to face a random direction towards the272

“inside” of the arena. For a boundary line with detected angle θ1 and the “inside” of the arena towards the273

direction θ1 +
π
2
, the robot turns to face a random direction with uniform distribution U(θ1, θ1 + π).274

A robot pauses its Random Billiards motion and performs obstacle avoidance when it meets an object275

or another robot. Robots use line-of-sight sensing and communication to detect (and distinguish between)276

objects and robots that are within short-range radius ρ1 and within ±π
3
of the heading angle θh. When a277

robot sees either an object or a robot, it turns away from it until it is no longer visible within θh± π
3
. If the278

detection was of an object, then the input of Process A is updated as bt ← bt + 1.279

Voter decision model (Vote) In this approach, robots share their individual inference outputs ϵr280

(i.e., the outputs of Process A) using explicit communication. Each robot then uses a voter model process281

to form its opinion λapp
r of absolute object density.282

For explicit communication, each robot rn maintains and shares a matrix ϵ as follows:283

ϵ =




r1 ϵr1 tr1

r2 ϵr2 tr2
...

...
...

rm ϵrm trm



, (4)

where rj is the robot ID, ϵrj is the most up-to-date ϵr value known for robot rj by robot rn, and trj is284

the time stamp of the known ϵrj . At each time step, robot rn updates its own ϵrn and trn according to285

Equation 1 and then sends its matrix ϵ to its current neighbors. If a robot receives a matrix that contains a286

higher trj than its current entry for that robot, it updates its row for rj accordingly. Also, if t− trj < kmaxt287

for any trj entry, the robot removes the corresponding row. In this way, the ϵ of robot rn always contains288

the most up-to-date ϵr values for its peers that rn has seen within the time window kt.289

At each time step, robot r decides λapp
r by randomly selecting one ϵrj entry from its matrix. In other290

words,291

λapp
r = ϵx∼ U(r1,rm) ∈ ϵ, (5)

such that opinion λapp of absolute density is the result of a voter decision model.292

Mean decision model (Mean) In this approach, robots also share their individual inference outputs293

ϵr using matrices ϵ as defined in Eq. 4.294

At each time step, robot r decides λapp
r by averaging the ϵrj entries in its matrix. In other words,295

λapp
r = ϵrj ∈ ϵ, (6)

such that opinion λapp of absolute density is the result of a mean decision model.296

2.3.4 Stigmergy approach (Stig): Process B297

In this approach, robots influence the collective opinion via the inputs of Process A—the number of objects298

detected (bt)—not the outputs of Process A.299
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This approach uses stigmergic (indirect) communication, through artificial pheromones—i.e., cues left300

in the environment that are observable by the robots within a certain range2. Robots use the pheromones301

deposited in the environment to reach a consensus about the apparent density in the arena.302

When a robot detects an object within short-range radius ρ1, it counts the object and deposits pheromone303

at the object location. Robots can detect and differentiate pheromone sources within long-range radius ρ2,304

which allows them to count objects already found by their peers in a much larger vicinity than that in which305

they can detect objects directly. Each robot counts sensed pheromone sources the same as sensed objects306

when bt (see Eq. 3 of Process A). Robots also understand that pheromones are cues that the immediate area307

has already been explored by another robot, and therefore turn away to search for new unexplored areas.308

Each robot can sense a pheromone in any direction, and can sense the relative direction and distance of309

its source. When a robot senses a pheromone source within long-range radius ρ2−δ2 and in a direction close310

to that of its heading, it turns away from the source to a randomized direction, according to Algorithm 1.311

Algorithm 1: Pheromone reaction

Input:
θx // Randomized angle, see Eq. 7−→s // Vector from robot to pheromone source−→
h // Vector of robot heading
ts // Time since last pheromone reaction

θsh ← angle between −→s and
−→
h

while |θsh| ≤ |θx| and (ts ≤ 50 or ts ≥ 250) do
robot turns heading in the sign(θx) direction ;

move forward ;

The angle θx is selected randomly once every 200 time steps, with the following uniform distributions:312

θx∼





U(
π

6
,
π

2
), if

⌊
t

200

⌋
is even

U(−π
2
,−π

6
), otherwise

. (7)

If a robot is simultaneously within range of multiple pheromone sources, it logs them in a list with an313

arbitrary order, and reacts to the first pheromone source in its list for that time step. After a robot reacts to314

a given pheromone source, it continues moving forward until it encounters a different pheromone, an object,315

or a boundary line.316

Recall that robots have already influenced the collective opinion via the inputs of Process A. Therefore,317

at each time step, robot r simply takes its own inference output ϵr as its opinion λapp
r of absolute density.318

In other words,319

λapp
r = ϵr. (8)

2.3.5 Hierarchical approach (Hier): Process B320

In this approach, robots influence the collective opinion via the inputs (not the outputs) of Process A, and321

only the robot occupying the dynamic leadership position, the MNS-brain robot r, performs Process A.322

2In real robots, a stigmergic approach could be implemented using communication-enabled smart blocks, such as
those in [39].
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Figure 2: In the Hier approach, a dynamic ad-hoc hierarchical network is self-organized
using local communication and relative positioning. (a) The roles of robots in the collective
perception task according to their hierarchy level. The eight robots in level 2 (orange) collect
samples of the stochastic field R, the MNS-brain robot in level 0 (blue) performs inference, and any
robots between them (green) transfer data. (b) The reactive boustrophedic motions to sweep the
environment. The MNS-brain robot in level 0 (blue) is responsible for determining the reactions and
sending motion instructions downstream, the robots in level 2 (orange) are responsible for obstacle
avoidance, and any robots between them (green) monitor their children’s positions and calculate
their motion instructions.

The Hier approach is based on the existing MNS concept, which is a general framework for constructing323

and reconstructing self-organized hierarchy [4]. Under the MNS framework, robots can self-organize a324

dynamic ad-hoc control network in which robots temporarily and interchangeably occupy certain positions325

in a leadership hierarchy, including an MNS-brain (i.e., highest hierarchy level) position [5, 37, 40, 41]. In326

an MNS control network, each robot communicates only with its direct neighbors, to prevent the type of327

bottleneck that would occur at the communication hub in a fully centralized system. According to task328

specifications and system constraints, sensor information can be merged as it is passed upstream, control329

information can be unmerged as it is passed downstream, and the balance of individual behaviors versus330

collective behaviors can be actively managed. This flexibility can be used to reduce or eliminate the potential331

for bottlenecks throughout the hierarchical network.332

In this paper, we use the MNS implementation of [5], in which camera-equipped UAVs3 are responsible333

for sensing the relative positions and orientations of the ground robots for the purpose of keeping the robot334

formation together during sweeping. We use the sweeping technique of [40] and apply it to the task of335

collective perception.336

3Note that UAVs in the Hier approach in this paper cannot sense objects directly, so do not increase the total
sensing range available in the approach. If we were using ground robots that were capable of sensing each others’
relative positions and orientations, the UAVs could be removed, and this removal would not have an impact on the
collective perception results.
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In the motion routine of Process B of the Hier approach, robots self-organize into a roughly linear337

formation to sweep the environment [for details, see 40]. In the Hier approach, the MNS-brain robot338

r detects arena boundary lines and reacts to them using a deterministic process. The dimensions of the339

MNS’s collective ground robot sensor range, calculated by the MNS based on the number of ground robots in340

the formation, are used as parameters in the deterministic process. The MNS reactively sweeps the unknown341

environment using standard back-and-forth boustrophedic motions [42]. The reactive boustrophedic motions342

are based on the MNS’s knowledge of its own dimensions, in such a way that the collective sensor ranges of343

the ground robots can cover the environment as completely as possible.344

As it sweeps the arena, the MNS-brain robot sends control information downstream, to maintain the345

formation [for full details, see 43]. Each robot in the MNS receives motion instructions from its parent that346

include the targeted relative linear velocity v and angular velocity ω, as well as the current orientation347

quaternion qt, following [43]. In order to send motion instructions, each parent in the MNS senses its348

child’s displacement dt and relative orientation qt, determines the new targeted values based on the most349

recent motion instructions it received from its own parent, and calculates motion instructions for its child350

as follows [43]:351

v = k1

(
dt+1 − dt

||dt+1 − dt||

)
, ω = k2 · ||f(q−1

t+1 × qt)||, (9)

where k1 and k2 are speed constants and function f(x) converts a quaternion to a Euler angle.352

In the Hier approach, when a ground robot detects an object within short-range radius ρ1 and within353

±π
3
of the heading angle θh, it temporarily ignores the motion instructions received from its parent in order354

to circumvent the object (in a predefined arc trajectory relative to its current position) until the the object355

is no longer within θh± π
3
. Complementarily, if the parent of a ground robot detects that its child is behind356

another ground robot within ρ1 + δ1, then the parent will temporarily ask the child to stop moving, until357

the two ground robots are no longer within ρ1 + δ1 of each other. The child will accept the request as long358

as it detects an object within short-range radius ρ1.359

In the Hier approach, ground robots essentially act as temporary remote sensors of the MNS-brain robot360

r. Each child robot sends its sensor readings upstream to the MNS-brain robot r via its parent4, which361

calculates one inference output ϵr for the whole MNS. Therefore, at each time step, the MNS-brain robot r362

takes its own inference output ϵr as its opinion λapp
r of absolute density, i.e.,363

λapp
r = ϵr. (10)

2.4 Simulation setup364

The experiments are conducted in the ARGoS simulator [44], with robot models implemented using an365

existing plugin [45, 46]. The experiments are conducted with the kinematics of small differential-drive366

ground robots based on the extended e-puck robot [47–49] and, for the Hier approach, of quad-camera367

UAVs based on the S-drone quadrotor [50]. For more implementation details of all four approaches and the368

experiment setup in ARGoS, please see the open-source code repository.5369

In all approaches and all setups, only ground robots have the capability to directly sense objects. In370

all setups except scalability, each approach has eight ground robots. All robots in all approaches have the371

4Implementation note: To reduce the per-step simulation time needed by CPU and GPU solvers, some of the
upstream and downstream data transfers within the MNS are simulated as a single-step rather than multi-step
process. In this paper, the approaches are assessed according to the simulation steps, not the per-step time. The
implementation strategy used negligibly impacts the number of simulation steps needed to collect and pass information
(adds a maximum of 1 step), so it does not undermine the analysis of the reported results.

5https://github.com/BlueDiamond07/Collective_perception
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same average linear velocity (7.5 cm/s). The experiments begin when robots start to sweep the arena and372

end after 50 000 time steps (2 000 s).373

2.4.1 Tuning parameters374

Regarding the parameters in Eq. 1, in the Mean and Vote approaches, the view area v of robot r is based375

on the sensor range of onboard object sensing and in the Stig approach v is based on the the sensor range376

of onboard pheromone sensing. In the Hier approach, v is based on the maximum bounds of the combined377

sensor ranges of all ground robots. Note that in all approaches, all ground robots have the same sensor range378

for detecting objects (short-range radius ρ1). The time window used in the experiments is kmaxt = 1000 time379

steps. In other words, in all approaches a robot’s memory of a sensing input lasts for 1 000 time steps (40 s).380

Parameter P is tuned separately for each approach during a manual testing phase to reduce observable bias381

in the output of Eq. 1 in each approach. To prevent a reliance on prior knowledge, the tuning phase is382

not adjusted to specific density conditions. Tuning P is intended to compensate for the stochasticity of the383

motion routines in the decentralized approaches, relative to the deterministic sweep of the MNS approach.384

In the Hier approach, the motion trajectory of the MNS-brain robot is deterministic, so P = 1. For each385

fully decentralized approach, we have tuned P during a trial-and-error testing phase to result in the highest386

observable performance from Eq. 1 for each approach respectively. After the empirical tuning phase, we387

have set P as follows: for the voter model P = 0.48, for the mean model P = 0.55, and for stigmergy P = 1.388

Note that P could in principle be optimized in all approaches (see Sec. 4 for discussion).389

2.4.2 Variations390

The experiment variations are as follows. In the basic experiments, we vary the stochastic fields R by391

distributing 50, 100, 200, or 300 small objects (5 x 5 x 5 cm3 cubes) uniformly randomly in a square 6 x 6m2
392

arena, but with a minimum distance of 20 cm between object centerpoints such that robots can always393

pass between them.6 The mean true densities for these fields are λtrue = 1.38̄, 2.7̄, 5.5̄, and 8.3̄ objects/m2,394

respectively. For accuracy under time-invariant R, we test three variations with different true mean densities395

λtrue.396

Basic uniform environments can provide a performance benchmark, but it is also important to test397

stochastic fields R in which the data has significantly nonuniform spatiotemporal features, such as spatial398

heterogeneity (high variance between a few sub-regions). We therefore run two variations of the basic399

experiments: temporal variation and spatial variation.400

For temporal variation, we test accuracy under time-varying R, with both minor and major density401

changes that occur both frequently and infrequently. Specifically, we test fields that fluctuate between402

λtrue = 1.38̄ and either 2.7̄ or 8.3̄ objects/m2, over two different rates of change (either 40 s or 400 s), for a403

total of four possible variations.404

For spatial variation, we test accuracy under spatially nonuniform R with high variance between sub-405

regions. Specifically, we test fields in which 100 objects are distributed according to different bivariate406

unimodal and bimodal skew-normal probability distributions.7 In the environments generated from these407

6In all variations, the objects are rotated in 2D around their center points according to angles defined uniformly
randomly.

7Generated by defining the standard skew-normal shape parameter α uniformly randomly for x and y (separately) in
the unimodal and bimodal distributions, in addition to, for the bimodal distributions, defining the location parameter
ξ across the arena dimensions uniformly randomly for x and y (separately). For the bimodal distributions, α and ξ
are defined separately for each peak and each ξ is constrained to half of the arena. Note that the minimum distance
between objects is maintained in these setups.
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Table 2: Example spatial distributions of objects in the arena (in meters), for different experiment
variations. The basic time-invariant and time-varying experiments, as well as the scalability and
fault-tolerance experiments, use uniformly random distributions. The spatially nonuniform experi-
ments use bivariate skew-normal distributions (both unimodal and bimodal).
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distributions, the mean density of the whole arena is λtrue = 2.7̄ objects/m2, but the distribution of λtrue is408

of course nonuniform and large portions of the arenas do not contain any objects (see Table 2).409

When testing scalability and fault tolerance, all fields are uniform and time-invariant with λtrue = 2.7̄410

(i.e., 100 objects in a 6 x 6m2 arena). In the experiments testing scalability, we vary the number of ground411

robots (4, 8, 12, 16, 20, or 24 ground robots). In the experiments testing fault tolerance, we vary the412

percentage of ground robots that arbitrarily fail (0%, 25%, 50%, or 75%). Failed ground robots continue413

their motion routines, communication, and calculations as normal, but experience sensor failure such that414

they cannot directly count objects—i.e., in Eq. 3 they always add n = 0 to bt = bt + n as the number415

of objects detected. (Note that, in the Stig approach, this implies that a failed robot never deposits an416

artificial pheromone, but can still detect pheromones left by other robots.)417

We conduct 10 runs per variation, except for the spatially nonuniform R experiments with bimodal skew-418

normal distributions, for which we conduct 20 runs because of the increased complexity in the environment.419

2.5 Analysis420

Recall that λtrue is the true global density of the environment and that robots produce the values ϵr (i.e., the421

individual inference that robot r makes about the density in its own field of view) and λapp
r (i.e., the opinion422

of robot r on the apparent density in the whole arena, based on the collective influence of all robots). We423

report the experiment data in plots, in tables in the Supplementary Materials, and in an open-access data424

repository.8 We report all data, but given that the time window for sampling inference in the experiments is425

kmaxt = 1000, we only consider time step 1 000 (40 s) and later when making assessments about performance.426

We assess the perception accuracy of the approaches according to the error of the robot opinions on427

apparent density λapp, with respect to true density λtrue. The overall error (i.e., incorporating both bias428

and variance) is measured by the mean squared error of the opinion λapp of robots r over time, calculated429

as:430

MSE(λapp
rt ) = 1

nm

∑n
r=1

∑m
t=1 (λ

true
t − λapp

rt )2. (11)

The instantaneous error is measured by MSE(λapp
rt ), calculated as in Eq. 11, but without the terms related431

to t.432

2.5.1 Spatially nonuniform environments433

For the spatially nonuniform environments, error is measured by the root mean squared error of the opinion434

RMSE(λapp
r ) =

√
MSE(λapp

rt ) instead of by MSE, because RMSE is better for assessing performance when435

the errors are large. The measured error in these experiments will be high because the true density λtrue
436

varies substantially across the arena but we measure the error according to the mean density λtrue, not the437

distribution of λtrue. We use the mean density λtrue for the error calculation because the fully decentralized438

approaches lack any localization or relative positioning capabilities and therefore cannot spatially coordinate439

their samples among multiple robots in a way that would enable direct comparison with the λtrue distribution.440

We make the assumption that, in spatially nonuniform environments, the goal of collective perception441

will be either to (1) estimate the density distribution λtrue in a given instance of an environment, or (2) to442

estimate the overall probability distribution of λtrue in a class of environments. In order to fulfill this goal443

in practice, additional methods would need to be implemented to aggregate the robots’ samples and, e.g.,444

perform probability distribution fitting. These additional layers are out of the scope of this paper, but we445

8https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7244384
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assess the similarity of the opinion distribution of each approach to the actual density distribution in the446

environment, as an indication of how feasible various distribution estimation methods might be.447

We estimate the λtrue distribution in the environment by taking a set of 50 000 density measurements448

λREF of the reference samples (i.e., the objects) using rectilinear windows R of variable area, where the449

xy positions of the vertices of R are defined uniformly randomly, but with R having minimum length and450

width of 1.5m. To make a more direct comparison between the density distribution of the reference samples451

λREF and the distribution of opinions λapp
r of the four approaches, we calculate the RMSE(λREF) according452

to the mean density λtrue. All estimates are then sorted according to RMSE, and we calculate the mutual453

information (MI)9 between the RMSE(λapp
r ) of the four approaches and the reference RMSE(λREF).454

3 Results455

The results show that, under both time-invariant and time-varying stochastic fieldsR, theHier approach has456

higher accuracy, more consistent accuracy, and faster reaction times than the fully decentralized benchmark457

approaches.458

Under all the tested time-invariant fields R (see Fig. 3), the Hier approach shows minimal error with459

only minor spikes and stable estimates are reached in less than 50 s. The Mean and Vote approaches are460

somewhat less accurate, but converge very quickly and rather stably—when error does spike, the spikes are461

moderately high and last for less than 200 s. The Vote approach is less accurate than the Mean approach462

and also less consistent (i.e., shows more variance in error across trials). The Stig approach is roughly as463

accurate and consistent as the Vote approach, but it converges much more slowly and at higher λtrue it464

shows more variance in the mean over time. Across all approaches, time-invariant fields with higher true465

densities λtrue seem to be more challenging than those with lower λtrue. This is reasonable, because the466

objects being detected while perceiving density also create physical obstructions that the robots must avoid467

or circumnavigate, which implies more interference and therefore more uncertainty originating during the468

sweeping method P. In the Hier approach, however, the difference in accuracy between lower and higher469

λtrue is extremely small.470

Under time-varying fields R, the Hier approach is the only approach that consistently reaches very low471

error after all temporal shifts. Under slow fluctuations (see Fig. 4b,d), each approach is able to return to its472

lowest respective error after a shift to a lower density λtrue. In these periods of lowest respective error, the473

Hier, Mean, and Stig approaches reach a similar minimal error, while the Vote approach converges on a474

slightly higher error. However, after a shift to a higher density λtrue, in all approaches the reaction is slower475

and error is higher (compared to a shift to lower λtrue).476

Under time-varying fields, when the fully decentralized approaches are able to converge, all three show477

noticeably more error than the Hier approach. The Hier approach also reacts much more quickly than the478

other approaches under all variations of time-varying stochastic fields. The Mean and Vote approaches479

converge fairly quickly, but the Stig approach converges quite slowly and under major fluctuations cannot480

converge within 400 s (see Fig. 4d). Under fast fluctuations, these patterns are exacerbated (see Fig. 4a,c).481

The Mean and Vote approaches have barely enough time to converge under fast, minor fluctuations and482

cannot converge at all under fast, major fluctuations. The Stig approach never has sufficient time to come483

close to convergence after a shift to higher λtrue. When the fully decentralized approaches do manage to484

converge under fast fluctuations, their accuracy is the same as it is under slow fluctuations.485

9Mutual information between continuous data sets based on entropy estimation from k-nearest neighbors dis-
tances [51, 52], using k = 3 or 500 neighbors.
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(a) Hier: MSE(λapp
r ) (b) Mean: MSE(λapp

r )

(c) Vote: MSE(λapp
r ) (d) Stig: MSE(λapp

r )

Figure 3: Error under time-invariant fields R. Shaded line plots showing mean, minimum,
and maximum of MSE(λapp

r ) of all runs, for three variations of true density λtrue (objects/m2): low
density λtrue = 2.7̄, medium density λtrue = 5.5̄, and high density λtrue = 8.3̄.

Overall, the Hier approach shows the lowest error (see Tables S1-S5 in the Supplementary Materials for486

details). Under time-invariant fields (see Fig. 3), mean error in the Hier approach is very minor, almost487

negligible. The MSE(λapp
r ) does spike occasionally in some runs, but generally recovers within 20–40 s.488

The spikes in error in the Hier approach are much less frequent than in the other approaches and the489

largest spikes are minor comparatively. Under time-varying fields (see Fig. 4), error in the Hier approach490

is also overwhelmingly much lower than in the other approaches, under all rates and magnitudes of field491

fluctuations. Note that, under time-varying fields with major fluctuations, immediately after some of the492

shifts in the stochastic field, error in the Hier approach spikes more aggressively than in some of the other493

approaches. However, the Hier approach recovers very quickly after these spikes, and in most cases returns494

quickly to a lower error than that shown by the other approaches. Overall, we can conclude that the Hier495

has higher accuracy, has more consistency of accuracy, and reacts accurately and more quickly than the496

three benchmark approaches.497
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3.1 Spatially nonuniform environments498

The results show that, under the spatially nonuniform fields R, the distributions of opinions produced by all499

four approaches have some basic similarity to the true density distributions in terms of shape (see Fig. 5).500

For both unimodal and bimodal environments, the mean RMSE(λapp
r ) of theVote andMean approaches501

show extremely similar distribution shapes, with the Vote approach having higher error overall. In other502

words, the Vote approach’s distribution curve is effectively a displaced (higher error) duplication of the503

Mean approach’s distribution curve. For both environment types, the Stig approach’s distribution curve is504

much flatter than those of the Vote and Mean approaches, but otherwise is fairly similar to the distribution505

curve of the Mean approach, both in terms of shape features and overall error. For both environment types,506

the Hier approach’s distribution curve is much steeper than those of the three decentralized approaches,507

and in the unimodal environments is also quite different from the other three in terms of shape features.508

In comparison to the reference samples, all four approaches have much higher overall error, but show509

(a) Fast, minor fluctuations: field alternating
every 40 s between densities that differ slightly:
λtrue = 1.38̄ or 2.7̄ objects/m2.

(b) Slow, minor fluctuations: field alternating
every 400 s between densities that differ slightly:
λtrue = 1.38̄ or 2.7̄ objects/m2.

(c) Fast, major fluctuations: field alternating ev-
ery 40 s between densities that differ substantially:
λtrue = 1.38̄ or 8.3̄ objects/m2.

(d) Slow, major fluctuations: field alternating
every 400 s between densities that differ substan-
tially: λtrue = 1.38̄ or 8.3̄ objects/m2.

Figure 4: Error under time-varying fields R. Mean MSE(λapp
r ) of all runs, for four temporal

variations of fluctuating true density λtrue.
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(a) Unimodal skew-normal distributions (b) Bimodal skew-normal distributions

Figure 5: Error under spatially nonuniform fields R compared to the reference samples.
Mean RMSE(λapp

r ) of the four approaches (left-hand y-axis) compared to the mean RMSE(λREF)
from the reference samples (right-hand y-axis), of all runs, for different fields with spatially nonuni-
form true density λtrue. All RMSE values are calculated according to the mean density λtrue = 2.7̄
(for details of the analysis approach, see Sec. 2.5.1). Estimates are sorted on the x axis according
to RMSE. To make visual comparison easier, RMSE(λREF) has been realigned on the y-axis in re-
lation to RMSE(λapp

r ): refer to right-hand and left-hand y-axis labels. For the estimated mutual
information (MI), see Table S3 in the supplementary materials.

a fair amount of similarity in their distribution curves. For both unimodal and bimodal environments, the510

three decentralized approaches have approximately the same similarity between their mean RMSE(λapp
r )511

distributions and the mean RMSE(λREF ) distribution: all three have (1) a sharp increase at the lowest end512

that the reference distribution does not have at all, (2) a sharp increase at the highest end that is much513

more gradual in the reference distribution, and (3) a gradual increase in the middle that is flatter than the514

increase of the reference distribution. Also, in all three approaches, the distance between the lowest and515

highest values of each respective distribution is noticeably smaller than that of the reference distribution. Of516

the three, the Stig approach’s distribution is the least similar to the reference distribution in terms of rate517

of increase and overall shape. In comparison to the three decentralized approaches, the Hier approach’s518

distribution in both environment types is more similar to the reference distribution in terms of the difference519

between the lowest and highest values. The Hier approach’s distribution also seems to potentially be more520

similar in terms of overall shape, but this is difficult to assess from the information available, so overall we521

consider this finding to be inconclusive.522

The estimated mutual information between the mean RMSE(λapp
r ) distribution and the mean RMSE(λREF )523

distribution is also very similar for all approaches (see Table S3 in the supplementary materials). Overall,524

the Hier approach is slightly worse in terms of mutual information than the other three, while the Stig525

approach is slightly better. The Stig approach therefore has the highest dependency (based on mutual526

information), but the least curve similarity.527

Overall, the accuracy differences between the opinion distribution curves of the four approaches are528

inconclusive, but all four approaches display some dependency and rough curve similarity with the reference529

distribution.530
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3.2 Scalability531

In the scalability setup, in the tested group sizes, none of the approaches show a decrease in accuracy as532

the group size gets larger (see Fig. 6), implying that the threshold at which inter-robot interference could533

negatively affect accuracy has not been reached.10 Rather, we see moderate decreases in performance in534

some approaches as the group size gets smaller.535

(a) Hier: MSE(λapp
r ) (b) Mean: MSE(λapp

r )

(c) Vote: MSE(λapp
r ) (d) Stig: MSE(λapp

r )

Figure 6: Error when testing scalability. Mean MSE(λapp
r ) of all runs, for six variations of group

size: 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, or 24.

The accuracy difference between group sizes in the Mean approach is the most noticeable, but is still536

relatively minor—however, its accuracy is also much less consistent in the smaller group sizes, displaying537

larger and more frequent spikes. The accuracy difference between group sizes in the Hier and Stig ap-538

proaches is extremely minor, and the Vote approach shows no difference between group sizes. Overall, all539

four approaches show good scalability of accuracy, because accuracy stays the same or improves as the group540

size increases. The Vote approach also shows quite good resiliency to smaller group sizes. However, it is541

important to note that although the accuracy of the Vote approach does not worsen with smaller groups,542

10Note that this also implies that none of the approaches, including the Hier approach, display a bottleneck at
these sizes. For more discussion of bottlenecks in the MNS approach, please see [43].
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it shows more error in all group sizes than the Hier or Stig approaches in their worst group size.543

Overall, the Hier approach shows less error than all other approaches for all tested group sizes, and544

shows extremely minor error (almost no error) in the largest group size (24 ground robots).545

(a) Hier: MSE(λapp
r ) (b) Mean: MSE(λapp

r )

(c) Vote: MSE(λapp
r ) (d) Stig: MSE(λapp

r )

Figure 7: Error when testing fault tolerance. Shaded line plots showing mean, minimum, and
maximum of MSE(λapp

r ) of all runs, for four variations of arbitrary failures: 0% (0 out of 8), 25%
(2 out of 8), 50% (4 out of 8), and 75% (6 out of 8) ground robots failing.

3.3 Fault tolerance546

In the fault tolerance setup, all four approaches show a noticeable decrease in accuracy as a greater percentage547

of robots fail. This is expected, because the fault tolerance setup is quite challenging—failed robots continue548

to move and communicate, but always record that they have directly detected zero objects, and therefore549

introduce extra bias during sampling method G.550

Some of the fault tolerance variants can be considered to have matching respective scalability variants—551

e.g., the fault tolerance condition of 50% failure leaves the swarm with four failing and four correctly working552

ground robots, which is a match to the scalability condition of four ground robots. When comparing accuracy553

under 50% failure to the matching scalability variant, the Hier and Mean approaches show only slightly554
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more error, while the Vote approach shows a more noticeable increase in error. The Stig approach, by555

contrast, shows no noticeable difference. All four approaches show a similarly substantial increase in error556

from 50% failure to 75% failure. Under 75% failure (the highest failure rate), the Hier approach shows557

noticeably less error than the Mean and Vote approaches. Under 75% failure, the Hier approach shows558

slightly less error than Stig approach, but with less consistency (noticeably higher spikes).559

Overall, the Stig approach shows the least increase in error from no failure to 75% failure, with the560

other approaches showing similar amounts of increase. However, the Hier approach has a lower mean error561

than the Stig approach under no, 25%, and 50% failure and a comparable (but still slightly lower) mean562

error under 75% failure. The Mean and Vote approaches show more error than the other two approaches563

under all failure rates. Therefore, the Hier approach shows the least overall error in the fault tolerance564

setups collectively.565

Overall, all four approaches are roughly comparable in terms of fault tolerance of accuracy, with the566

Hier approach having the least overall error and the Stig approach showing the most consistency in its567

tolerance.568

3.4 Summary569

All experiment results can be summarized as follows: (i) the Hier approach shows higher accuracy, shows570

more consistency, and reacts accurately more quickly than the other three approaches; (ii) theVote approach571

shows the least change in accuracy under changes in group size, but the Hier approach shows the highest572

overall accuracy under all group sizes; and (iii) the Stig approach shows the least change in accuracy under573

changes in failure rates, but the Hier approach shows the highest overall accuracy under all failure rates.574

4 Discussion575

Based on the assertions made by this paper, in conditions without robot failures, the Hier approach should576

be able to conduct collective perception with very low uncertainty. In the Hier approach, uncertainty577

originating during the sweeping method P is expected to be greatly reduced, because P is a deterministic578

method. Likewise, the uncertainty that can originate at the sampling method T is expected to be greatly579

reduced, because the deterministic P is also able to provide nearly optimal sampling distribution (i.e., very580

evenly distributed sampling sites and a sampling ratio approaching 1, see Fig. 1)11. Also, because the MNS581

network is a connected graph and all sensor information is fused at one node in that graph, no uncertainty582

should originate during decision sampling G and uncertainty that can originate during inference ψ, beyond583

the uncertainty that is inherent without prior knowledge of the stochastic field R, is expected to be minimal.584

Where the results of the four approaches can be directly compared with the overall true density λtrue, the585

empirical results align well with these expectations (e.g., see the low error in Fig. 3a). In terms of accuracy,586

the Hier approach indeed outperforms the others under time-varying and time-invariant stochastic fields.587

These results therefore support the assertion that self-organized hierarchy can improve perceptual accuracy588

by integrating aspects of centralized control that reduce uncertainty.589

Under the spatially nonuniform environments, where the results are compared to a reference set of590

density measurements, the opinion distributions of all four approaches display similarity to the reference591

distribution, with the performance differences between the four approaches being inconclusive. Overall, the592

empirical results indicate that distribution estimation (either of the density distribution λtrue in a given593

11See [40] for demonstration of uniform and complete spatial coverage using the MNS.
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instance of an environment, or of the overall probability distribution of λtrue in a class of environments)594

would in principle be feasible in any of the four approaches, and further study would be required to assess the595

performance differences between them. However, in practice, fully decentralized approaches to distribution596

estimation (e.g., probability distribution fitting) would give each robot access either to only a subset of the597

total samples or to an asynchronously updated opinion on the overall distribution, introducing an extra598

source of uncertainty. By contrast, the information that would be available for distribution estimation in599

the Hier approach would be the same as that shown in Fig. 5, without additional sources of uncertainty.600

Also based on the assertions of this paper, in setups testing scalability and fault tolerance, the Hier601

approach should be able to conduct collective perception without an outsized increase in error, as compared602

to the fully decentralized approaches. Indeed, error in the Hier approach does not increase beyond a level603

comparable to any of the other approaches, in all scalability and fault tolerance setups—and, in most of these604

variants, the error of the Hier approach is lower than in all other approaches. Therefore, the empirical results605

again align with expectations: the scalability and fault tolerance of the Hier approach can be considered606

commensurate with the other approaches. The results therefore support the assertion that self-organized607

hierarchy, despite introducing some aspects of centralized control, can maintain the beneficial aspects of608

decentralized control.609

Poor performance of Vote approach Although the voter decision model has been shown to be610

relatively accurate with discrete best-of-n decision-making (e.g., choosing one of a few color options), this611

is because it works well at accurately converging on the most common opinion in a group. When deal-612

ing with high-variance samples of a continuous stochastic field, it has no mechanisms to compensate for613

bias in the sampling nor reduce the variance—it essentially shuffles several highly biased opinions among614

group members, so the distribution of opinions before and after the voter decision model process is statis-615

tically indistinguishable. This notion is confirmed empirically by the similarity between the MSE(ϵrt) and616

MSE(λapp
rt ), i.e., the collective error in robot opinions before and after the voter decision model process (see617

Tables S1-S5 in the Supplementary Materials). The Vote approach results therefore represent roughly what618

a single robot would perceive on its own, which explains the poor accuracy.619

Tuning parameters Tuning parameters are known to be difficult to design, whether using simulated620

or real testing. Here, P is tuned during an initial manual testing phase. Results should be interpreted with621

the understanding that parameter P could in principle be optimized further in every approach, but that622

this optimization could improve only the mean bias of the opinions, not the variance (refer to Eq. 1). It also623

needs to be acknowledged that optimization of P would require prior knowledge of the stochastic field R.624

For example, if P was optimized to a very high density field R, the performance under low density would625

presumably suffer, and vice versa.626

4.1 Future work627

Future work on collective perception should study the robustness of sampling methods under other types628

of challenging conditions, such as environments where it is difficult for robots to have good coverage over a629

spatial area due to large obstacles or boundary irregularity.630

More advanced inference methods could be investigated, such as weighting samples by inclusion proba-631

bility. However, most of these inference methods require some prior knowledge of the stochastic field [35],632

which might not be suitable for deployment-ready self-organized robot systems. General optimized perfor-633

mance could also be investigated, including for situations in which it is not possible to have prior knowledge634
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of the stochastic field. Optimization without prior knowledge of the field would likely need to be based on635

online adaptation to or learning of the spatial information being sampled, which could in principle be done636

in any of the approaches, but would certainly be easier to design in the Hier approach than in the fully637

decentralized approaches.638

It would also be useful to study other types of failures, such as motion control errors (e.g., robots get639

stuck in corners), odometry errors (e.g., robots believe they have travelled far less distance than they actually640

have), other sensor errors (e.g., robots believe they are always detecting an object), or full robot shutdown,641

as well as the timing of such failures and other factors that could exacerbate their impact.642

Improvements to the Hier approach Although it might be simple to design and implement system-643

wide adaptivity in the Hier approach using the MNS, we have not added such behaviors here, because it644

is comparatively much more difficult to implement such adaptivity in the fully decentralized approaches.645

To make as fair a comparison as possible, we limited the capabilities of the Hier approach to be more646

similar to the abilities of the fully decentralized approaches. For instance, the fault tolerance results of the647

Hier approach reflect the lack of adaptability implemented currently—e.g., the MNS-brain robot believes its648

indirect field of view to be that of eight fully functioning robots, even though it only has two fully functioning649

robots remaining. Minor additions to the approach could be made to allow parents to detect malfunctioning650

sensor readings from children and substantially improve the fault tolerance performance. This would be651

relatively straightforward to implement and design in the Hier approach (as compared to fully decentralized652

approaches), because of the aspects of centralization that are integrated into self-organization when using the653

MNS framework. More broadly, advanced behaviors are much simpler to implement using the self-organized654

hierarchy capabilities of the MNS than when using strictly decentralized approaches, so the addition of even655

more advanced adaptability such as self-awareness can be considered. The self-reconfiguration capabilities656

of the MNS [5] would also make it fairly straightforward to implement additional behaviors that help keep657

the robot formation together when sweeping challenging environments, such as changing the formation658

shape or temporarily splitting into multiple smaller formations that sweep independently until they have659

the opportunity to re-merge.660

5 Conclusion661

We have identified the sources of uncertainty that are present in the collective perception problem, especially662

when perceiving an absolute condition without prior knowledge, and detailed why this uncertainty is reduced663

by using a self-organized hierarchy. We have supported this assertion empirically by showing that a proof-of-664

concept self-organized hierarchy approach (based on the MNS framework) is generally more accurate, more665

consistent, and faster than fully decentralized benchmark approaches. We have also shown that the self-666

organized hierarchy approach to collective perception, besides producing more accurate estimates of spatial667

data, does not suffer substantial scalability or fault tolerance disadvantages compared to fully decentralized668

benchmark approaches. We have also tested spatially nonuniform environments with high heterogeneity and669

shown that the self-organized hierarchy approach is comparable to the other approaches in terms of accuracy670

compared to reference samples. Therefore, the comparative ease of designing system-wide behaviors under671

self-organized hierarchy can be taken advantage of, without a reduction in the performance benefits that are672

often associated with swarm robotics approaches.673
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Supplementary Materials1

Tables S1-S5. Tables of experiment results.2

Recall that, in the Stig and Hier approaches, robots influence the collective opinion before the inference of3

ϵr, so ϵrt = λapp
rt . Therefore, MSE(ϵrt) is redundant in the Stig and Hier approaches and is not reported4

in the tables.5

Table S1: Time-invariant field R. MSE(ϵrt) and MSE(λapp
rt ) of all runs.

Approach λtrue

(objects/m2)
MSE(ϵrt) MSE(λapp

rt )

Hier
2.7̄ - 0.5857
5.5̄ - 1.0567
8.3̄ - 1.2053

Vote
2.7̄ 3.2392 3.2252
5.5̄ 7.0243 7.0108
8.3̄ 10.6300 10.6169

Mean
2.7̄ 3.6938 1.8346
5.5̄ 7.1599 3.9410
8.3̄ 9.7224 5.6553

Stig
2.7̄ - 2.0944
5.5̄ - 6.8743
8.3̄ - 13.5151
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Table S2: Time-varying field R. MSE(ϵrt) and MSE(λapp
rt ) of all runs.

Approach λtrue

(objects/m2)
interval (s) MSE(ϵrt) MSE(λapp

rt )

Hier
1.38̄, 2.7̄

40 s - 1.2250
400 s - 0.5247

1.38̄, 8.3̄
40 s - 18.0003
400 s - 1.9763

Vote
1.38̄, 2.7̄

40 s 2.9333 3.0351
400 s 2.2762 2.3249

1.38̄, 8.3̄
40 s 19.7566 22.2476
400 s 6.3037 6.9537

Mean
1.38̄, 2.7̄

40 s 3.3630 2.0121
400 s 2.6962 1.3982

1.38̄, 8.3̄
40 s 20.5309 19.5730
400 s 6.2645 4.5715

Stig
1.38̄, 2.7̄

40 s - 3.7937
400 s - 2.0009

1.38̄, 8.3̄
40 s - 29.9246
400 s - 11.4142

Table S3: Spatially nonuniform field R. Mutual information (MI) between mean RMSE(λapp
r )

of all runs and mean RMSE(λREF). (For MI, higher values indicate higher dependency.)

Approach Distribution type MI (when k = 3) MI (when k = 500)

Hier
unimodal 7.3004 4.0194
bimodal 7.8164 4.0796

Vote
unimodal 8.2576 4.3127
bimodal 8.4299 4.2653

Mean
unimodal 8.3757 4.2834
bimodal 8.6759 4.2706

Stig
unimodal 8.8966 4.2369
bimodal 8.8704 4.1572
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Table S4: Scalability. MSE(ϵrt) and MSE(λapp
rt ) of all runs.

Approach # of ground
robots

MSE(ϵrt) MSE(λapp
rt )

Hier
4 - 1.2847
8 - 0.5857
12 - 0.4030
16 - 0.2741
20 - 0.2580
24 - 0.2006

Vote
4 3.3315 3.3373
8 3.2392 3.2252
12 3.2694 3.2414
16 3.2422 3.2570
20 3.3064 3.2931
24 3.2578 3.2818

Mean
4 3.8103 2.8065
8 3.6938 1.8346
12 3.7828 1.2344
16 3.7317 0.8906
20 3.7679 0.7414
24 3.7164 0.5966

Stig
4 - 2.9956
8 - 2.0944
12 - 1.8724
16 - 1.7994
20 - 1.6289
24 - 1.5476

Table S5: Fault tolerance. MSE(ϵrt) and MSE(λapp
rt ) of all runs.

Approach ground robot
failure rate

MSE(ϵrt) MSE(λapp
rt )

Hier

no failure - 0.5857
25% - 0.8775
50% - 1.6370
75% - 3.6568

Vote

no failure 3.2392 3.2252
25% 4.4482 4.4156
50% 5.4810 5.5005
75% 6.6035 6.6078

Mean

no failure 3.6938 1.8346
25% 4.8110 2.6813
50% 5.6990 3.9270
75% 6.7214 5.5371

Stig

no failure - 2.0944
25% - 2.6528
50% - 3.5195
75% - 4.8546
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